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But, lately, there’s been a shift:
fragrance snobbery isn’t as rife as
it used to be, and many of us would
love to find a cheap version of our
favourite designer scent and proudly
shout across social media that it was
a smart bargain rather than the real
deal. And figures seem to back that
up. Despite the fragrance market
being down by 2% compared to 2015,
perfume use actually increased by 4%
last year.* And, according to Mintel
beauty and personal care analyst
Roshida Khanom, “These numbers
suggest people aren’t buying less
fragrance, they’re just looking to
spend less money.” Khanom also
notes the trend for high-street fashion
retailers launching their own, much
lower-priced fragrances, inspired
by our more expensive favourites.
Which is good news for your bank
balance, but how do they compare
to their expensive counterparts?
If you
sniff the
offerings
4 970141 035223 0
from Marks
& Spencer, H&M, New Look, even
Lidl, you might notice that they’re
never niche or complex. Instead
they’re usually sweet-smelling and
reminiscent of popular perfumes.
And there’s good reason for that.
I spoke to Nick Gilbert, director
at fragrance consultancy Olfiction,
who told me that, technically, those
candy-like scents are a whole lot
easier to duplicate. It’s all thanks
to a contraption called a gas
chromatograph mass spectrometer
(GCMS). It, in short, breaks down
and assesses the composition of a
particular fragrance. It’s a technique
relied upon by the perfume industry
that’s also used to analyse the quality
of raw materials and check they
haven’t been contaminated.
“Sweet perfume tends to be made
up of heavily synthetic, impactful
materials that are very obvious and
can be easily picked up by the ›
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GCMS system,” explains Gilbert.
“But more complex fragrances usually
include resins and woods, which
don’t evaporate as freely and are often
used in such tiny quantities that
they go undetected.” So copies of
them are less common, as they’re
much trickier to imitate.
Another reason these popular,
sweet-shop scents are being replicated
is because they create feelings of
innocent, childhood nostalgia and
people like that, Gilbert tells me.
“Having a perfume that reminds
us of sweeter, simpler, easier times
is comforting,” he says. “Plus, the
ingredients and notes that make them
up are quite insistent, so they’re more
likely to be noticed and commented
on.” And who doesn’t like being
told they smell nice? Perfume
compliments carry more weight than
those on your general appearance.
“They imply a close observation –
sniffing – and attention to invisible
attributes. They’re more personal,
therefore riskier,” says psychologist
and smell expert Avery Gilbert.
That, and people are more likely
to comment on a smell they like
and recognise than one they don’t.
Also, these scents are simply trendy.
They’re shouty and attention-seeking,
wearing them makes you smell like
your friends – an olfactory signal
you belong to the right club.

SCENTED SWAP SHOP
✱ MARKS & SPENCER AUTOGRAPH
AZURE BREEZE, £16 (100ML)
A BIT LIKE Dolce & Gabbana Light Blue, £69
(100ml) TESTED BY Victoria Horn, art director

✱ H&M CASHMERE HAZE, £6.99 (55ML)
A BIT LIKE Chanel No5, £67.50 (50ml)
TESTED BY Babette Savin, Cosmopolitan nan

“I started wearing Light Blue after
smelling it on a stranger – I’ve never
found another perfume that makes me
smell as fresh. People always comment on
it. Azure Breeze smells similar enough for
my husband to think it’s the real thing.”

“Chanel No5 has been my perfume since
the ’60s and it makes me feel glamorous.
Cashmere Haze smells quite similar, and
when I wore a scarf I’d had on the day
before, I could still smell it, which was
surprising. I can’t justify the cost of No5
now, so this is a great budget alternative.”

✱ NEW LOOK DUSK, £8.99 (50ML)

✱ ZARA APPLEJUICE, £9.99 (100ML)

A BIT LIKE Lancôme La Vie Est Belle, £54 (50ml)
TESTED BY Ashleigh Kybert, beauty intern

A BIT LIKE Marc Jacobs Daisy, £78 (100ml)
TESTED BY Cat Harvey-Jenner, senior digital writer

“I’ve worn La Vie Est Belle for as long as I
can remember, and was so happy when I
first smelt Dusk. It’s almost identical, but
it didn’t even last 30 minutes and doesn’t
give me the same confidence boost.”

“I didn’t think Daisy could be emulated,
but Applejuice’s floral notes are there loud
and proud, and didn’t get up in my grill
the way cheap scents can. My boyfriend
couldn’t tell it apart, but my mum could.”

✱ LIDL SUDDENLY MADAME
GLAMOUR, £3.99 (50ML)

✱ RIVER ISLAND IBIZA, £12 (75ML)

4 970141 035223 0

There’s no denying that many highstreet scents smell good on the surface,
if candyfloss-cute is your shtick, but
first impressions aren’t everything.
Perfume is a careful blend of aromachemicals and essential oils, and
how good a fragrance is will come
down to the quality of ingredients
used. “Some fine fragrances use
encapsulation technology, too,” says
Penny Williams, creative perfumer at
fragrance consultancy Orchadia. “It ›
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A BIT LIKE Chanel Coco Mademoiselle, £74 (50ml)
TESTED BY Cathy Levy, workflow director
“Spraying Chanel makes me feel instantly
ready to face the day, and although
Suddenly Madame Glamour doesn’t last,
for £4, it’s a great fresher-upper.”

A BIT LIKE DKNY Be Delicious, £50 (50ml)
TESTED BY Dusty Baxter-Wright, digital writer
“I’ve worn Be Delicious on and off since I
was 14. I was pleasantly surprised by the
smell of Ibiza, but it’s far heavier. For just
over a tenner, it’s good for a handbag, lastminute spray-to-cover-the-sweat spritz.”
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DARIUSH ALAVI Fragrance
writer at Persolaise.com
Cacharel Eden EDP, £30 (30ml)
“Like a garden of vibrant blooms,
there’s a dryness that stops the
whole scent becoming too sticky.”
Sarah Jessica Parker
Lovely EDP, £40 (100ml)
“Easily one of the best celebrity
scents ever made. The attention
to detail shows it wasn’t cooked up by
a perfume committee. SJP’s identity
made it through to the final product.”

AZZI GLASSER,

NICK GILBERT,
Director at Olfiction
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director of R&D fragrance design
at Coty. “So, by compromising those
oils, you end up with something that
smells similar and has the initial
impact, but doesn’t last long, as it
simply evaporates more quickly,” he
adds. “The copies end
of the market is a blind
alley, though. People love
a bargain, but they have
to be prepared for a
bargain experience.”
So, dupes are great
if you don’t mind
topping up throughout
the day, or if you don’t
want to commit to one
expensive scent. But if
you want complexity,
expensive oils, costly technology
and a signature fragrance that will
evoke memories in years to come,
you’re always going to get what you
pay for. Maybe my 15-year-old self
wasn’t so clueless after all. ◆

“Love a bargain?
Be prepared
for a bargain
experience”

Perfume designer
Vera Wang Princess EDT,
£50 (100ml)
“A fantastic, affordable
fragrance. Notes of waterlily,
amber and musk balance out the
sweetness of dark chocolate and vanilla.
It’s playful, but not overtly saccharine.”
Reiss Grey Flower EDT,
£50 (100ml)
“A seductive fragrance that
leaves a scent that lingers.”
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They’re very volatile, meaning they
evaporate quickly, and will last no
more than a couple of minutes,” he
explains. Next are the middle notes,
which form the heart of a fragrance.
“Often floral or fruity, they should
stick around for between
two to four hours,” says
Craven. “Then come the
base notes – or ‘dry down’
– which give fragrance its
lasting character and are
what you can smell on
pillows and scarves.”
High-street scents
don’t have those muchneeded complex layers
or expensive ingredients,
which is why you’ll find
yourself spraying more often than
you’d probably like. “Formulas can
be copied and things like natural rose
oil will be replaced with a synthetic
alternative that’s good, but won’t
quite be the same,” says Will Andrews,

4711 Original Cologne,
£17.49 (100ml)
“Hits the spot perfectly on
a boiling hot summer day,
and doesn’t cost a fortune like more
modern colognes.”
Library Of Fragrance
Thunderstorm EDT, £15 (30ml)
“Smells like the combination of
the air before a storm and the
wet earth after it has passed.”

KATIE PUCKRICK Fragrance
writer at Katiepuckriksmells.com
Roger & Gallet Bois d’Orange Eau
Fraiche Spray, £39.50 (100ml)
“Bright citrus perfectly balanced
against a rich woody-amber
base. Uncomplicated, but not
uninteresting.”
Sarah Jessica Parker Stash EDP,
£50 (100ml)
“Smells expensive and niche. It
could easily go toe-to-toe with
Santal 33, Le Labo’s £175 bestseller.”

THOMAS DUNCKLEY Blogger
at Thecandyperfumeboy.com
The Body Shop White Musk
EDT, £13 (30ml)
“One of the most complex musks
out there. Like wrapping yourself
in a soft, intricately patterned blanket.”
Britney Spears Fantasy
EDP, £40 (100ml)
“The ultimate fruity floral – I’m yet
to see anyone make it better. The
bottle and price might scream ‘tween’,
but it suits anyone wanting a sweet fix.”
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helps perfume last longer on skin, but
it’s expensive and patented, so you’d
never find it in cheaper products.”
Traditional perfumery is also
labour-intensive and time-consuming.
“You need a lot of patience,” says James
Craven, perfume archivist at Les
Senteurs. “Years can be spent waiting
for oils to mature, harvests to ripen or
cedar trees to grow.” He explains that
reputable and reliable perfumers
require and demand the very best
quality: “It’s a bit like cooking –
you could buy a tin of ready-made
custard, or visit an organic farm for
free-range eggs and cream,” he says.
There are also the top, middle and
bottom notes to consider. Each layer
of a scent is designed to evaporate
at a different rate, and that’s the
reason your favourite perfume
smells different throughout the day.
Craven describes it as like a flower
responding to the light. “Top notes
are the ones that catch your nose first.

